Selective strand scission by intercalating drugs at DNA bulges.
A bulge is an extra, unpaired nucleotide on one strand of a DNA double helix. This paper describes bulge-specific strand scission by the DNA intercalating/cleaving drugs neocarzinostatin chromophore (NCS-C), bleomycin (BLM), and methidiumpropyl-EDTA (MPE). For this study we have constructed a series of 5'-32P end labeled oligonucleotide duplexes that are identical except for the location of a bulge. In each successive duplex of the series, a bulge has been shifted stepwise up (from 5' to 3') one strand of the duplex. Similarly, in each successive duplex of the series, sites of bulge-specific scission and protection were observed to shift in a stepwise manner. The results show that throughout the series of bulged duplexes NCS-C causes specific scission at a site near a bulge, BLM causes specific scission at a site near a bulge, and MPE-Fe(II) causes specific scission centered around the bulge. In some sequences, NCS-C and BLM each cause bulge-specific scission at second sites. Further, bulged DNA shows sites of protection from NCS-C and BLM scission. The results are consistent with a model of bulged DNA with (1) a high-stability intercalation site at the bulge, (2) in some sequences, a second high-stability intercalation site adjacent to the first site, and (3) two sites of relatively unstable intercalation that flank the two stable intercalation sites. On the basis of our results, we propose a new model of the BLM/DNA complex with the site of intercalation on the 3' side (not in the center) of the dinucleotide that determines BLM binding specificity.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)